
Computational spae eÆieny and minimal modelgeneration for guarded formulaeLilia Georgieva1, Ullrih Hustadt2 and Renate A. Shmidt11 Department of Computer Siene, University of ManhesterManhester M13 9PL, United Kingdom, fgeorgiel,shmidtg�s.man.a.uk2 Department of Computer Siene, University of LiverpoolLiverpool L69 7ZF, United Kingdom, U.Hustadt�s.liv.a.ukAbstrat. This paper desribes two hyperresolution-based deision proedures fora subfragment of the guarded fragment. The �rst proedure is a polynomial spaedeision proedure whih e�etively orresponds to polynomial spae tableaux-basedalgorithms without bloking. The seond proedure is a minimal model generationproedure whih onstruts all and only minimal Herbrand models for guarded for-mulae. This proedure is based on hyperresolution, omplement splitting and a modelonstraint propagation rule. Both proedures have onrete appliation domains andare relevant for all multi-modal and desription logis that an be embedded into theguarded fragment.1 IntrodutionThe guarded fragment (GF) is a generalisation of the modal fragment of �rst-orderlogi. It is obtained by preserving the spei� guarded pattern of quanti�ation, butdropping the restrition on the arity of the prediate symbols. The fragment wasintrodued in an attempt to explain the good omputational properties of modallogis, inluding deidability of the satis�ability problem [1℄. Various deision proe-dures for the fragment and its extensions have been developed. They utilise di�erenttehniques suh as ordered resolution, model-theoreti onstrutions, alternatingautomata or embedding into seond-order logi [6, 4, 9, 10℄. However, the deviseddeision proedures also have some drawbaks. In partiular, they exhibit at leastdouble exponential worst-ase time and spae omplexity [4, 9℄ whih is in ontrastto the low omplexity of the satis�ability problem of basi modal logi. Moreover,extensions of the guarded fragment with transitivity or number restritions lead toundeidability [7℄, even though modal logis extended with transitivity or numberrestritions are deidable. This shows the guarded fragment as a whole is too generaland expressive and annot thoroughly explain the good omputational properties ofmodal logis and related desription logis. A natural question arises whether thereare more restrited fragments whih provide more suitable logis and for whihthere are tratable algorithms that possibly employ inferene tehniques similar tothose prominent for modal and desription logis. Identifying suh fragments anddeveloping theorem proving tehniques for them was started by Lutz, Sattler andTobies [13℄. They introdue a subfragment of the guarded fragment, alled GF1�,and desribe a tableaux proedure whih deides GF1� and prove that under ertainassumptions the satis�ability problem of GF1� is PSPACE-omplete.Continuing this line of researh, we have taken a new, broader approah. Ourinvestigations are situated in the framework of resolution whih is well-studied and



well-mehanised. In [8℄ we desribe a hyperresolution-based deision proedure forGF1� and ertain generalisations of GF1�, whih also inlude formulae outside theguarded and loosely guarded fragment. This proedure polynomially simulates thetableaux proedure for GF1� of [13℄ and forms a generalisation of the seletion-based resolution proedure whih polynomially simulate tableaux proedures formodal logis and desription logis [5, 11, 12℄.The omputational omplexity of resolution deision proedures is seldomlyoptimal, but as we show in this paper it is possible to develop re�nements andstrategies whih remedy the situation. One of the ontributions of this paper is ahyperresolution-based deision proedure for GF1� with optimal spae omplexity(Setion 3). The essential struture of the main inferene loop of the proedure isthe same as for state-of-art theorem provers suh as Gandalf, OTTER, SPASSand Vampire, and thus make the desribed algorithm easily implementable. Theontrol mehanism whih provides optimal spae omplexity is similar to the so-alled trae tehnique whih is utilised in PSPACE tableaux-based algorithms fordesription (and modal) logis. The trae tehnique is based on the insight that, inthe absene of inverse roles, there is no interation between the information aboutdi�erent role suessors. Thus, role suessors an be investigated onseutively andindependently of eah other. This makes it possible to free spae one the investi-gation of a partiular role suessor is ompleted. A modi�ation of this tehniquealso works when inverse roles are present.The seond ontribution of this paper is a minimal Herbrand model generationproedure for GF1�(Setion 4). This proedure is also a re�nement of the basihyperresolution deision proedure but here the splitting rule is replaed by om-plement splitting and a model onstraint propagation rule is added. Complementsplitting ensures that all minimal Herbrand models are generated, while the modelonstraint propagation rule ensures that only minimal Herbrand models are gener-ated. This approah exploits the general approah of Bry and Yahya [3℄.2 PreliminariesThe notational onvention is as follows. We denote �rst-order variables by x; y; z,terms by s; t; u, onstants by a; b, funtions by f; g; h, prediate symbols by P;Q;G,atoms by A, A1, A2, literals by L, lauses by C, formulae by �; ',  and #, andsets of lauses by N . An over-line indiates a sequene. If s = (s1; : : : ; sn) then f(s)denotes a sequene of terms of the form fk(s1; : : : ; sn).Let eah prediate symbol G be assoiated with a unique grouping (i; j) wherei, j > 0. Then: (i) If ' is an atomi formula, then ' is in GF1�. (ii) If ' is in GF1�and G has grouping (i; j), then the following are GF1� formulae:9y (G(x; y) ^ '(y)) 8y (G(x; y)! '(y))9x (G(x; y) ^ '(x)) 8x (G(x; y)! '(x));provided x is an i-sequene of variables, y is a j-sequene of variables, and x\y = ;.The G(x; y) atoms are alled guards. (iii) > and ? are in GF1�. And, (iv) GF1� islosed under Boolean onnetives. This de�nes GF1�.



The resolution deision proedure for GF1� desribed in [8℄ proeeds as follows.First, a given GF1� formula is transformed by a polynomial time algorithm into aset of lauses, whih have the following forms.Q'(a):Q'(x) _ :P (x) if ' = :P (x):Q'(x) _ :G(x; y) _Q (y) if ' = 8y (G(x; y)!  (y)):Q'(x) _ G(x; f(x)):Q'(x) _Q (f(x)) if ' = 9y (G(x; y) ^  (y)):Q'(z) _Q (x):Q'(z) _Q�(y) if ' =  (x) ^ �(y); z = x [ y:Q'(z) _Q (x) _Q�(y) if ' =  (x) _ �(y); z = x [ yThe notation G(s; t) represents either G(s; t) or G(t; s).Seondly, the following alulus is used to determine satis�ability of the lauseset. The alulus, denoted by Rhyp, uses the expansion rules:Dedue: NN [ fCgwhere C is a resolvent or fator. Splitting: N [ fC1 _ C2gN [ fC1g j N [ fC2gwhere C1 and C2 are variable disjoint.The inferene rules for hyperresolution and fatoring are:Hyperresolution: C1 _A1 : : : Cn _An :An+1 _ : : : _ :A2n _D(C1 _ : : : _ Cn _D)�where (i) � is the most general uni�er suh that Ai� = An+i� for every i,1 � i � n, and (ii) Ci _Ai and D are positive lauses, for every i, 1 � i � n.The right most premise in the rule is referred to as the negative premise andall other premises are referred to as positive premises.Fatoring: C _A1 _A2(C _A1)�where � is the most general uni�er of A1 and A2.A derivation in Rhyp from a set of lauses N is a �nitely branhing tree T withroot N . The tree is onstruted by appliations of the expansion rules to the leavesso that fatoring, splitting and hyperresolution are applied in this order. It is takenfor granted that at no stage in the derivation lause sets ontain dupliate lauses.Any path N(= N0); N1; : : : in a derivation T is alled a losed branh in T if thelause set Sj Nj ontains the empty lause, otherwise it is alled an open branh.We all a branh B in a derivation tree omplete i� no new suessor nodes an beadded to the endpoint of B by Rhyp. A derivation T is a refutation if every pathN(= N0); N1; : : : in it is a losed branh. A derivation T from N is alled fair if forany path N(= N0); N1; : : : in T , with limit N1 = Sj Tk�j Nk, it is the ase thateah lause C that an be dedued from non-redundant premises in N1 is ontainedin some Nj .Theorem 1 ([2℄). Let T be a fair theorem proving derivation from a set N oflauses. Then: (i) If N(= N0); N1; : : : is a path with limit N1, then N1 is sat-urated up to redundany. (ii) N is satis�able if and only if there exists a path in T



with limit N1 suh that N1 is satis�able. (iii) N is unsatis�able if and only if forevery path N(= N0); N1; : : : the lause set Sj Nj ontains the empty lause.Theorem 2 ([8℄). Let ' be a GF1� formula and let N be the orresponding lauseset. Then: (i) Any Rhyp derivation from N terminates. (ii) ' is unsatis�able i� allbranhes in any ompleted Rhyp derivation tree with root N are losed.We now reall the de�nitions of some notions from [8℄ (whih are losely relatedto notions introdued in [13℄). Let N denote the lauses obtained from a given GF1�formula. A funtion symbol g is said to be assoiated with a prediate symbol Q i�N ontains a de�nitional lause of the form :Q(x) _ G(x; f(x)) in whih g ours.A set ft1; : : : ; tng (or sequene t = (t1; : : : ; tn)) of ground terms is alled a uni-nodei� either eah ti, 1 � i � n, is a onstant, or there exists a prediate symbol Q and asequene of ground terms s, suh that eah ti, 1 � i � n, has the form fQ(s), wherefQ is a funtion symbol assoiated with Q. A uni-node X2 is alled a diret suessorof a uni-node X1 i� there is a prediate symbol Q suh that for eah element t ofX2 there is a funtion symbol fQ, assoiated with Q, and t = fQ(s), where s isa sequene of exatly the elements of X1. A set (or sequene) of ground terms isalled a bi-node i� it an be presented as a union X1[X2 of two non-empty disjointuni-nodes X1 and X2 suh that X2 is a diret suessor of X1. A ground literal isa uni-node (bi-node) i� the set of its arguments is a uni-node (bi-node). A lauseis a uni-node (bi-node) i� the set of the arguments of all literals in it is a uni-node(bi-node). The suessor relation on uni-nodes is the transitive losure of the diretsuessor relation.3 A spae eÆient resolution deision proedure for GF1�For a desription of the main proedure of a standard saturation theorem prover withsplitting we refer the reader to Setion 5.1 in [14℄. We only desribe the modi�ationsneessary to turn this proedure into a spae eÆient deision proedure for GF1�and stipulate our main results.In GF1� the bi-nodes of the form G(s; t) generate a tree struture of uni-nodes.With eah uni-node s we an assoiate all unit lauses of the form Q(s). Then,lauses Q(s) and Q0(t) assoiated with distint uni-nodes s and t do not interat di-retly by any inferene. Thus, the sets of lauses assoiated with di�erent uni-nodesan be investigated independently of eah other. However, similar to the modal logiKB or desription logis with inverse roles, lauses assoiated with a uni-node t anbe used to derive additional lauses assoiated with a uni-node s suh that t is adiret suessor of s. This suggests the following approah to investigating the uni-nodes of the tree struture in a way that minimises the spae required to store theuni-node lauses assoiated with the nodes. Suppose we are urrently investigatinga uni-node s. We �rst try to derive all uni-node lauses assoiated with s. Thenwe derive all bi-nodes of the form G(s; f(s)) providing us with the information ofwhih diret suessors of s exist. We ontinue by investigating eah of these su-essor nodes independently. Using the lauses stemming from the existentially anduniversally quanti�ed formulae of the GF1� formula under onsideration we �rst es-tablish an initial set of lauses assoiated with a partiular suessor node f(s). We



then reursively all the main proedure for this initial set of lauses. The reursiveall an lead to three di�erent results. First, we may derive a ontradition by anappliation of positive hyperresolution to the lauses assoiated with one of the uni-nodes. Consequently, the lause set and also the GF1�formula under onsiderationare unsatis�able. Seond, we may not derive a ontradition, but while onsideringf(s) we derive some additional lause assoiated with s. In this ase we delete thelauses assoiated with the suessor node f(s), baktrak to the node s, add thenewly derived lause, and restart the investigation of this node. The node f(s) willthen be revisited later. Third, we may neither derive a ontradition nor additionalinformation about a predeessor node. Again we an delete all lauses assoiatedwith f(s) and turn to some other suessor node g(s). If there is no other suessornode, then the lause set is satis�able.The main proedure ResolutionProver presented in Proedure 1 follows thesearh strategy outlined above. ResolutionProver operates on two sets of lausesUS and WO. The set WO ontains all the lauses that have already been used as(positive) premises in inferene steps (or an never be used as positive premises)and the set US ontains all the lauses that still need to be onsidered as (positive)premises. Basially, the proedure proeeds in a while-loop whih terminates if ei-ther the set US is empty or US ontains the empty lause and there are no morealternative branhes in the derivation tree generated by appliations of the splittingrule that an be onsidered. In the while-loop we hoose some of the lauses fromUS, perform the inferenes possible with these lauses and update US and WO a-ordingly. Note that ResolutionProver takes as an additional argument a sequeneof terms t whih is the uni-node the proedure is urrently working on.Proedure 1 Spae eÆient resolution deision proedureProedure ResolutionProver(t, US, WO)loal N , NEW, R, Given, Flag, s, Stak;beginwhile (US 6= ; and (? 62 US or not StakEmpty(Stak))) doif (? 2 US) then(Stak, US, WO) := baktrak(Stak, US, WO)else(N , Flag, US) := hoose(US , WO);if (Flag 2 fBOOLEAN;DEFAULT;UNI-NODE;UNIVg) then(Given, N ) := PikAndDelete(N );if (Splittable (Given)) thenNEW := FirstSplitCase(Given);Stak := push(Stak, SeondSplitCase(Given))elseWO := WO [ fGiveng;NEW := inf(Given, WO);(NEW, WO, US) := ired(NEW, WO, US);US := US [ NEWelse (� Flag 2 fEXIST;BI-NODEg �)(R, US, WO) := InvestigateAllSuessors(t, N , Flag, US, WO);if (restart(s) 2 R) then return Rreturn USend



Let N denote the lauses obtained from a given GF1� formula '. We notethat the only possible positive parent that is present in N initially is the positiveground unit lause Q'(a), where Q' is the prediate symbol uniquely assoiatedwith the input formula '. Thus, initially US is the singleton set fQ'(a)g whileWOis N � fQ'(a)g. The uni-node the proedure ResolutionProver is initially workingon will be a.The next modi�ation onerns the proedure hoose whih selets the lauseswhih will be the next to serve as one of the premises of Rhyp. Normally, it selets onelause aording to some heuristi taking the `omplexity' and `age' of lauses intoaount. Instead the modi�ed version of hoose presented in Proedure 2 hooses aset of lauses in a way that allows us to take advantage of the trae tehnique. To thisend we have to delay the onsideration of lauses related to existentially quanti�edformulae until all other lauses have been dealt with. To ensure this, hoose not onlyselets potential positive premises aordingly, but also passes information aboutthe orresponding negative premises bak to the main proedure in the form of aag. The value of the ag is `BOOLEAN' for all positive ground unit lauses thatan be resolved with lauses stemming from boolean subformulae of ', or groundbinary lauses of the form Q (t)_Q�(t0). The value of the ag is `UNI-NODE' and`BI-NODE' for lauses of the form Q(t) and G(s; t) suh that Q and G are prediatesymbols ourring in ' and Q(t) and G(s; t) are uni-nodes and bi-nodes, respetively.The value of the ag is `UNIV' and `EXIST' for lauses stemming from universallyand existentially quanti�ed subformulae of '. Note that if the value of the ag is`EXIST', hoose returns the set of all positive unit lauses that an be resolved withlauses stemming from existentially quanti�ed subformulae of '. Finally, to ensurethat the main proedure operates like a standard resolution-based theorem proverin ase the lause set N is not originating from a GF1� formulae, hoose an seletan arbitrary lause (aording to some heuristi) and return it together with a agProedure 2 The proedure hoose for guarded formulaeProedure hoose(US, WO)loal N , G, Q, Q0, C, t, x, f(x);beginif (Q(t) 2 US for some Q, not newly introdued, and Q(t) is a uni-node) thenreturn (fQ(t)g, UNI-NODE, US � fQ(t)g)else if (Q(t) 2 US where :Q(x) _ :G(x; y) _Q0(y) 2 WO) thenreturn (fQ(t)g, UNIV, US � fQ(t)g)else if (Q(t) 2 US where :Q(x) _ C is a Boolean de�nitional lause in WO) thenreturn (fQ(t)g, BOOLEAN, US � fQ(t)g)else if (C 2 WO where C is ground, but non-unit) thenreturn (fCg, BOOLEAN, US � fCg)else if (Q(t) 2 US where :Q(x) _ G(x; f(x)) 2 WO) thenN := fQ(t) 2 US j :Q(x) _ G(x; f(x)) 2 WO or :Q(x) _Q0(f(x)) 2 WOg;return (N , EXIST, US �N )else if (G(s; t) 2 US for some G, not newly introdued, and G(s; t) is a bi-node) thenreturn (fG(s; t)g, BI-NODE, US)else if (C is some (arbitrary) lause in WO) thenreturn (fCg, DEFAULT, US � fCg)end



value `DEFAULT'. In all ases, exept if the value of the ag is `BI-NODE', hoosealso returns the set US from whih the hosen lauses have been removed.Given a set of lauses N returned by the proedure hoose, the main proedureproeeds aording to the value of the ag returned together with N . Wheneverhoose returns a ag value of `BOOLEAN', `DEFAULT', `UNI-NODE', or `UNIV',the main proedure operates in the standard way. In these ases N onsists of asingle lause whih we extrated from N by the proedure PikAndDelete whihselets aording to some appropriate heuristi a lause C from a set N of lausesand returns it together with N �fCg. If the hosen lause Given is splittable, thenwe set the set NEW of newly derived lauses to one of the split omponents ofGiven and plae the remaining split omponent on a stak whih will later allow usto baktrak. For a detailed desription of how this baktraking mehanism workssee [14℄. If Given is not splittable, then we add Given toWO and set NEW to the setof all lauses that an be derived by the two inferene rules positive hyperresolutionand fatoring from the lauses inWO suh that Given is used as one of the premisesin an inferene step. The atual inferenes are performed by the proedure inf. Inboth ases we then take are that tautologies and subsumed lauses are removedfrom the sets NEW, WO, and US whih is done by the proedure ired. Finally, thenewly derived lauses in NEW are added to the set US.If hoose returns the ag value `EXIST' or `BI-NODE', then the investigation ofthe urrent uni-node is omplete and we are about to turn to its suessor nodes,whih is done by the proedure InvestigateAllSuessors in Proedure 3. To do this,Proedure 3 Investigation of all suessor nodesProedure InvestigateAllSuessors(t, N , Flag, US, WO)loal AUXUS, AUXWO, B, G, NEW, R, UNIVS , Given, Q, Q0, s;beginAUXUS := US [ N ;AUXWO := WO;if (Flag 2 EXIST) thenwhile (N 6= ;) do(Given, N ) := PikAndDelete(N );WO := WO [ fGiveng;NEW := inf(Given, WO);(NEW, WO, US) := ired(NEW, WO, US);US := US [ NEW;UNIVS := fQ(t) 2 US [WO j :Q(x) _ :G(x; y) _Q0(y) 2 WOg;B := fG(t; s) j G(t; s) 2 US [WO and G(t; s) is a bi-nodeg;while (B 6= ; and ? 62 US) do(Given, B) := PikAndDelete(B);(R;US) := InvestigateOneSuessor(t, US, WO, UNIVS, Given);if (restart(s) 2 R) thenif (depth(s) = depth(t)) thenUS := AUXUS [ R� frestart(s)g;WO := AUXWO;B := ;;R := ;;elseB := ;;return (R, US, WO)end



we �rst have to establish whih suessor nodes exist for the urrent uni-node. Ifthe value of the ag is `EXIST', then the set of seleted lauses returned by hooseontains all the unit lauses whih an be resolved with lauses stemming from ex-istentially quanti�ed subformulae of ' to generate lauses of the form G(t; s) andQ (s) where s is a diret suessor of t. These lauses are omputed and added toUS. Besides lauses of the form Q (s) whih already provide information about thesuessor node s, additional information an be derived using unit lauses Q#(t)together with G(t; s) and :Q#(x)_:G(x; y)_Q�(y). We ompute the set of all theseunit lauses and assign it to UNIVS and we also ompute the set of all bi-nodes ofthe form G(t; s) and assign it to B. As desribed in the outline of the searh strategyof the main proedure, we want to investigate the suessor nodes independentlyof eah other. To this end, we onsider eah element of B using the proedure In-vestigateOneSuessor presented in Proedure 4. InvestigateOneSuessor adds theelement of B to the set WO to form the set WO0 and uses it and the lauses inUNIVS to ompute additional uni-node lauses assoiated with the suessor nodeit investigates and stores them in NEW. If we already derive the empty lause atthis point, then InvestigateOneSuessor returns the set US ontaining the emptylause to the main proedure whih will onlude that the lause set under onsider-ation is unsatis�able. If we do not derive a ontradition, but additional informationabout a node s whih is not a suessor of t, the uni-node under investigation by themain proedure, then we return the additional information to InvestigateAllSues-sors together with an instrution to restart the investigation for s. This instrutionis enoded in a speial unit lause restart(s) that we add to the result returned.Otherwise, we determine the suessor node s of t by using the funtion Suesso-rOf, ollet the information about s ontained in US in R, add the lauses in R toNEW and delete them from US, and all the main proedure ResolutionProver withProedure 4 Investigation of a single suessor nodeProedure InvestigateOneSuessor(t, US, WO, UNIVS , Binode)loal WO0, NEW, R, Given, s;beginWO0 := WO [ fBinodeg;NEW := ;;while (UNIVS 6= ; and ? 62 US) do(Given, UNIVS) := PikAndDelete(UNIVS);NEW := inf(Given, WO);(NEW, WO0, US) := ired(NEW, WO0, US);if (? 2 NEW) thenreturn (f?g, US [ NEW)else if (Q�(s) 2 NEW suh that s is not a suessor of t) thenreturn (fQ (s) jQ (s) 2 NEWg [ frestart(s)g, US)elses := SuessorOf(t, Binode);R := fQ(s) jQ(s) 2 USg;NEW := NEW [R;US := US �R;R := ResolutionProver(s, NEW, WO0);if (restart(s) 2 R) then return (R, US) else return (;, US � fBinodeg)end



parameters s, NEW, and WO0. The important point here is that the set of usablelauses on whih ResolutionProver will work only ontains uni-nodes assoiated withs.Theorem 3. The following holds for the re�ned deision proedure: (i) the proedurehoose ensures a fair seletion of positive premises, (ii) the re�ned deision proedureis sound, and (iii) the re�ned deision proedure is omplete.In general the spae requirement of the re�ned deision proedure is still exponentialin the size of the GF1� formula under onsideration. To ahieve the polynomialbound on the spae omplexity we also have to assume that (i) the prediates musthave bounded arity, and (ii) the GF1� formula under onsideration has a boundednumber of free variables. These assumptions have also been made in [13℄. Based onthese two assumption we laim the following.Theorem 4. The re�ned proedure deides the satis�ability of GF1� formulae re-quiring only polynomial spae.4 A minimal Herbrand model generation proedureA Herbrand interpretation is a set of ground atoms. Let H denote a Herbrandinterpretation. By de�nition a ground atom A is true in H if A 2 H, and it is falsein H if A 62 H. > (?) is true (false) in all Herbrand interpretations. A lause C istrue in H i� for all ground substitutions � there is a literal L in C� whih is truein H. A set N of lauses is true in H if every lause of N is true in H. If an atom,lause or set of lauses is true in H then H is referred to as a Herbrand model of thisatom, lause or set of lauses. The subset relationship between sets of ground atomsnaturally indues a partial order on Herbrand interpretations. If H is a Herbrandmodel of a lause set N , then H is a minimal Herbrand model of N if it is minimalin the partial order of all Herbrand models of N .Subsequently, N is assumed to be the lausal form of a GF1� formula. Theopen branhes of a tree T onstruted by a Rhyp derivation for N desribe Herbrandmodels in a very simple way.Theorem 5 ([8℄). Let N be the lausal form of a GF1� formula ', and let N1 bethe limit of any branh in a Rhyp derivation tree with root N . Let B be the set ofpositive ground unit lauses in N1. If N1 does not ontain the empty lause, thenB is a �nite (Herbrand) model of N .As Bry and Yahya [3℄ have shown for range restrited lause sets, if H is aminimal model of N then there is an open branh B in a ompleted derivation treefor N , suh that B oinides with the ground atoms in H. However, there are alsobranhes whih orrespond to non-minimal Herbrand models. Suh branhes an beavoided by using the omplement splitting and model onstraint propagation rules.Complement splitting: N [ fC1 _ C2gN [ fC1;:C2g j N [ fC2gwhere C1 and C2 are variable disjoint.
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